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FACTORIES

}FABRE

At last, after 40 years of unceasing toil, he retired to a humble home in Serignan, V aucluse,
where he could give himself without reserve to
his insects' paradise. Here he re.m ained for the
rest of his life, quite unconcerned about riches,
caring nothing for worldly honours, sacrificing
everything to his work, and gaining a knowledge
of insects unequalled by any other nat.u ralist.
Until nearly 80 years old he was almost unknown to the world. Then the poet lVIistral
interested some scientists in him and rescued
"the Insect~s Homer" from poverty and
obscurity.
His greatest work, " Souvenirs
Entomologiques " (" Souvenirs of Insect Life")
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touch of mystery, knowing that life eve11 in the
insect world obeys and reveals the supreme law.
Among Fabre's principal works as translated into
English are: " Social Life in the Insect World" (1912) ;
" The Life of the Spider" (1913) ; " The Life of the
Fly " (1913) ; " Bramble Bees and Others " (1915) ;
"The Life of the Grasshopper" (1917); " Our Humble
Helpers" (1918) ; " The Wonders of Instinct" (1918),
and ''The Mason Wasps'' (1919).

FACTORIES AND FAcr.roRY LAws. A thousand

million slaves toiling daily from sunrise to sunset, but using spinning-wheels and hand-looms
of 200 years ago, could not make as much cloth
in a year as is turned out in a week in the great
cloth factories of to-day. This is the estjmate
whjch a careful historian gives of the
LOOK NICE
enormous increase in man's productive
power through the invention of machinery
and the organization of the present-day
factory system of manufacturing.
In the articles on Spinning and Weaving
and the Industrial Revolution, and in the
sketches of the inventors--James Hargreaves, Richard Arkwright, Samuel
Crompton, Edmund Cartwright, James
Watt, and others you may read of the
first steps in 18th-century England which
brought about this tremendous revolution. Manufacturing now is no longer
caiTied on by workmen in their own
homes, who use their own tools and raw
materials, work when and how they
please, and have their little plots of ground
from which to supplement the earnings
their
trade.
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These workmen are putting coats (of paint)
which are made in another part of the factory.
Present-day
conditions in the factory and workshop are much better than they
were not many years ago, when the hours of work were far longer
and the surroundings less healthy.

was finally crowned by the French Academy, and
five y ears before his death the French government granted him a pension.
Fairy Stories of Insect "Citizens"
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During his long life this great naturalist, the
friend of scientists and little children, whom
Darwin called " a savant who thinks like a
philosopher and writes like a poet," wrote many
books, enthusiastic records of his patient observa.t ions. H e poked into the private lives of
insect " citizens " and revealed what he saw in
stories curious, quaint, happy, or tragic, as
charming as fairy tales.
How delightful they are, these tales of the
spider who begins his career in a tiny flyingmachine ; of the praying mantis whose frightful
a~pect deprives its victim of the power to move ;
of the wasp who has David and Goliath-like
b~ttles with the caterpillar ; and of t.he tarantula in her donjon tower lying in wait for her
·prey, her ejght eyes gleaming in the dusk! And
Jean Henri Fabre records these tales with a

Wonderful Machinery in Giant Factories

In place of the sjmple hand tools such
as had been used for many hundreds of
. years, they now use vast and complicated
machines, housed in giant factories and driven
by water-power, steam-power, or electricity.
Instead of a single workman making an entire
pair of boots, the process is so subdivided that
many p ersons take part in its production.
As a result of the factory system, prices of all
manufactured articles have dropped and conditions of life have improved. The worker has
shared to some extent in this betterment. His
food and clothing are better, opportunities for
education are wider, chances for advancement
are more numerous.
At· first, however, the factory caused much
suffering among the working class. Its untiring, swiftly moying machinery did away with
the need for a host of workers. Moreover, since
women and children could operate the machines
as well as or better than men, and their labour
could be obtained f0r less wages, thousands of
men were thrown out of employment and wages
became pitifully small. Working hours were
frightfully long. Children as young as five and
.
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